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Abstract—The present article provides a survey of the available
literature on data mining using soft computing. A categorization
has been provided based on the different soft computing tools and
their hybridizations used, the data mining function implemented,
and the preference criterion selected by the model. The utility of
the different soft computing methodologies is highlighted. Gener-
ally fuzzy sets are suitable for handling the issues related to under-
standability of patterns, incomplete/noisy data, mixed media infor-
mation and human interaction, and can provide approximate so-
lutions faster. Neural networks are nonparametric, robust, and ex-
hibit good learning and generalization capabilities in data-rich en-
vironments. Genetic algorithms provide efficient search algorithms
to select a model, from mixed media data, based on some prefer-
ence criterion/objective function. Rough sets are suitable for han-
dling different types of uncertainty in data. Some challenges to data
mining and the application of soft computing methodologies are in-
dicated. An extensive bibliography is also included.
Index Terms—Fuzzy logic, genetic algorithms, knowledge dis-
covery, neural networks, neuro-fuzzy computing, rough sets, rule
extraction.
I. INTRODUCTION
THE digital revolution has made digitized information easyto capture and fairly inexpensive to store [1], [2]. With the
development of computer hardware and software and the rapid
computerization of business, huge amount of data have been
collected and stored in databases. The rate at which such data is
stored is growing at a phenomenal rate. As a result, traditional
ad hoc mixtures of statistical techniques and data management
tools are no longer adequate for analyzing this vast collection of
data. Several domains where large volumes of data are stored in
centralized or distributed databases include the following.
• Financial Investment: Stock indexes and prices, interest
rates, credit card data, fraud detection [3].
• Health Care: Several diagnostic information stored by
hospital management systems [4].
• Manufacturing and Production: Process optimization and
trouble shooting [5].
• Telecommunication network: Calling patterns and fault
management systems.
• Scientific Domain: Astronomical observations [6], ge-
nomic data, biological data.
• The World Wide Web [7].
Raw data is rarely of direct benefit. Its true value is predi-
cated on the ability to extract information useful for decision
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support or exploration, and understanding the phenomenon gov-
erning the data source. In most domains, data analysis was tra-
ditionally a manual process. One or more analysts would be-
come intimately familiar with the data and, with the help of
statistical techniques, provide summaries and generate reports.
In effect, the analyst acted as a sophisticated query processor.
However, such an approach rapidly breaks down as the size of
data grows and the number of dimensions increases. Databases
containing number of data in the order 10 and dimension in
the order of 10 are becoming increasingly common. When the
scale of data manipulation, exploration and inferencing goes be-
yond human capacities, people look to computing technologies
for automating the process.
All these have prompted the need for intelligent data analysis
methodologies, which could discover useful knowledge from
data. The term KDD refers to the overall process of knowl-
edge discovery in databases. Data mining is a particular step
in this process, involving the application of specific algorithms
for extracting patterns (models) from data. The additional steps
in the KDD process, such as data preparation, data selection,
data cleaning, incorporation of appropriate prior knowledge,
and proper interpretation of the results of mining, ensures that
useful knowledge is derived from the data.
The subject of KDD has evolved, and continues to evolve,
from the intersection of research from such fields as databases,
machine learning, pattern recognition, statistics, artificial in-
telligence, reasoning with uncertainties, knowledge acquisition
for expert systems, data visualization, machine discovery, and
high-performance computing. KDD systems incorporate theo-
ries, algorithms, and methods from all these fields. Many suc-
cessful applications have been reported from varied sectors such
as marketing, finance, banking, manufacturing, and telecommu-
nications. Database theories and tools provide the necessary in-
frastructure to store, access and manipulate data. Data ware-
housing [2], a recently popularized term, refers to the current
business trends in collecting and cleaning transactional data,
and making them available for analysis and decision support.
A good overview of KDD can be found in Ref. [8], [9].
Fields concerned with inferring models from data include sta-
tistical pattern recognition, applied statistics, machine learning
and neural computing. A natural question that arises is: how is
KDD different from those fields? KDD focuses on the overall
process of knowledge discovery from large volumes of data, in-
cluding the storage and accessing of such data, scaling of algo-
rithms to massive data sets, interpretation and visualization of re-
sults, and the modeling and support of the overall human machine
interaction.
1045–9227/02$17.00 © 2002 IEEE
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Data mining is a form of knowledge discovery essential for
solving problems in a specific domain. Individual data sets may
be gathered and studied collectively for purposes other than
those for which they were originally created. New knowledge
may be obtained in the process while eliminating one of the
largest costs, viz., data collection. Medical data, for example,
often exists in vast quantities in an unstructured format. The
application of data mining can facilitate systematic analysis in
such cases. Medical data, however, requires a large amount of
preprocessing in order to be useful. Here numeric and textual
information may be interspersed, different symbols can be used
with the same meaning, redundancy often exists in data, erro-
neous/misspelled medical terms are common, and the data is
frequently rather sparse. A robust preprocessing system is re-
quired in order to extract any kind of knowledge from even
medium-sized medical data sets. The data must not only be
cleaned of errors and redundancy, but organized in a fashion
that makes sense to the problem.
Soft computing is a consortium of methodologies that
works synergistically and provides, in one form or another,
flexible information processing capability for handling real-life
ambiguous situations [10]. Its aim is to exploit the tolerance for
imprecision, uncertainty, approximate reasoning, and partial
truth in order to achieve tractability, robustness, and low-cost
solutions. The guiding principle is to devise methods of
computation that lead to an acceptable solution at low cost by
seeking for an approximate solution to an imprecisely/precisely
formulated problem [11].
Soft computing methodologies (involving fuzzy sets, neural
networks, genetic algorithms, and rough sets) are most widely
applied in the data mining step of the overall KDD process. Fuzzy
sets provide a natural framework for the process in dealing with
uncertainty. Neural networks and rough sets are widely used for
classification and rule generation. Genetic algorithms (GAs) are
involved in various optimization and search processes, like query
optimization and template selection. Other approaches like case
based reasoning [5] and decision trees [12], [13] are also widely
used to solve data mining problems.
The present article provides an overview of the available liter-
ature on data mining, that is scarce, in the soft computing frame-
work. Section II describes the basic notions of knowledge dis-
covery in databases, and data mining. Some challenges are high-
lighted. This is followed in Section III by a survey explaining the
role of the aforesaid soft computing tools and their hybridiza-
tions, categorized on the basis of the different data mining func-
tions implemented and the preference criterion selected by the
model. The utility and applicability of the different soft com-
puting methodologies is highlighted. Section IV concludes the
article. Some challenges to data mining and the application of
soft computing methodologies are also indicated.
II. KNOWLEDGE DISCOVERY AND DATA MINING
KDD is defined as the nontrivial process of identifying valid,
novel, potentially useful, and ultimately understandable patterns
in data [8], [14]. Data is a set of facts , and a pattern is an ex-
pression in a language describing the facts in a subset of
. is called a pattern if it is simpler than the enumeration of all
facts in . A measure of certainty, measuring the validity of dis-
covered patterns, is a function mapping expressions in to a
partially or totally ordered measure space . An expression
in about a subset can be assigned a certainty measure
. Novelty of patterns can be measured by a func-
tion with respect to changes in data or knowledge. Pat-
terns should potentially lead to some useful actions, as measured
by some utility function mapping expressions in
to a partially or totally ordered measure space . The goal
of KDD is to make patterns understandable to humans. This is
measured by a function mapping expressions
in to a partially or totally ordered measure space .
Interestingness of a pattern combines validity, novelty, use-
fulness, and understandability, and can be expressed as
which maps expressions in to a measure
space . A pattern is called knowledge if for some
user-specified threshold [8].
One can select some thresholds , and ,
and term a pattern knowledge
iff and and
(1)
The role of interestingness is to threshold the huge number
of discovered patterns and report only those which may be of
some use. There are two approaches to designing a measure of
interestingness of a pattern, viz., objective and subjective. The
former uses the structure of the pattern and is generally used for
computing rule interestingness. However often it fails to cap-
ture all the complexities of the pattern discovery process. The
subjective approach, on the other hand, depends additionally on
the user who examines the pattern. Two major reasons why a
pattern is interesting from the subjective (user-oriented) point
of view are as follows [15].
• Unexpectedness: when it is ‘surprising’ to the user.
• Actionability: when the user can act on it to her/his advan-
tage.
Though both these concepts are important is has often been ob-
served that actionability and unexpectedness are correlated. In
literature, unexpectedness is often defined in terms of the dis-
similarity of a discovered pattern from a vocabulary provided
by the user.
As an example, consider a database of student evaluations of
different courses offered at some university. This can be defined
as EVALUATE (TERM, YEAR, COURSE, SECTION, INSTRUCTOR,
INSTRUCT RATING, COURSE RATING). We describe two patterns
that are interesting in terms of actionability and unexpectedness,
respectively. The pattern that Professor X is consistently getting
the overall INSTRUCT RATING below overall COURSE RATING can
be of interest to the chairperson because this shows that Professor
X has room for improvement. If, on the other hand, in most of the
course evaluations the overall INSTRUCT RATING is higher than
COURSE RATING and it turns out that in most of Professor X’s
rating overall INSTRUCT RATING is lower than COURSE RATING,
then such a pattern is unexpected and hence interesting.
Data mining is a step in the KDD process consisting of a par-
ticular enumeration of patterns over the data, subject to some
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Fig. 1. The KDD process.
computational limitations. It uses historical data to discover reg-
ularities and improve future decisions [16]. The data can con-
sist of (say) a collection of time series descriptions that can be
learned to predict later events in the series.
A. KDD Process
The overall KDD process is outlined in Fig. 1. It is interactive
and iterative involving, more or less, the following steps [17].
1) Understanding the application domain: includes relevant
prior knowledge and goals of the application.
2) Extracting the target data set: includes selecting a data
set or focusing on a subset of variables.
3) Data cleaning and preprocessing: includes basic oper-
ations, such as noise removal and handling of missing
data. Data from real-world sources are often erroneous,
incomplete, and inconsistent, perhaps due to operation
error or system implementation flaws. Such low quality
data needs to be cleaned prior to data mining.
4) Data integration: includes integrating multiple, hetero-
geneous data sources.
5) Data reduction and projection: includes finding useful
features to represent the data (depending on the goal of
the task) and using dimensionality reduction or transfor-
mation methods.
6) Choosing the function of data mining: includes deciding
the purpose of the model derived by the data mining al-
gorithm (e.g., summarization, classification, regression,
clustering, web mining, image retrieval, discovering as-
sociation rules and functional dependencies, rule extrac-
tion, or a combination of these).
7) Choosing the data mining algorithm(s): includes se-
lecting method(s) to be used for searching patterns in
data, such as deciding on which model and parameters
may be appropriate.
8) Data mining: includes searching for patterns of interest
in a particular representational form or a set of such rep-
resentations.
9) Interpretation: includes interpreting the discovered pat-
terns, as well as the possible visualization of the ex-
tracted patterns. One can analyze the patterns automat-
ically or semiautomatically to identify the truly inter-
esting/useful patterns for the user.
10) Using discovered knowledge: includes incorporating
this knowledge into the performance system, taking
actions based on knowledge.
B. Data Mining
KDD refers to the overall process of turning low-level data
into high-level knowledge. An important step in the KDD
process is data mining. Data mining is an interdisciplinary field
with a general goal of predicting outcomes and uncovering
relationships in data. It uses automated tools employing sophis-
ticated algorithms to discover hidden patterns, associations,
anomalies and/or structure from large amounts of data stored in
data warehouses or other information repositories. Data mining
tasks can be descriptive, i.e., discovering interesting patterns
describing the data, and predictive, i.e., predicting the behavior
of the model based on available data.
Data mining involves fitting models to or determining pat-
terns from observed data. The fitted models play the role of in-
ferred knowledge. Deciding whether the model reflects useful
knowledge or not is a part of the overall KDD process for which
subjective human judgment is usually required. Typically, a data
mining algorithm constitutes some combination of the following
three components.
• The model: The function of the model (e.g., classification,
clustering) and its representational form (e.g., linear dis-
criminants, neural networks). A model contains parame-
ters that are to be determined from the data.
• The preference criterion: A basis for preference of one
model or set of parameters over another, depending on the
given data. The criterion is usually some form of good-
ness-of-fit function of the model to the data, perhaps tem-
pered by a smoothing term to avoid overfitting, or gen-
erating a model with too many degrees of freedom to be
constrained by the given data.
• The search algorithm: The specification of an algorithm
for finding particular models and parameters, given the
data, model(s), and a preference criterion.
A particular data mining algorithm is usually an instantiation
of the model/preference/search components. The more common
model functions in current data mining practice include the fol-
lowing.
1) Classification [18]–[22]: classifies a data item into one of
several predefined categorical classes.
2) Regression [8], [23]–[25]: maps a data item to a real-
valued prediction variable.
3) Clustering [26]–[33]: maps a data item into one of sev-
eral clusters, where clusters are natural groupings of data
items based on similarity metrics or probability density
models.
4) Rule generation [34]–[41]: extracts classification rules
from the data.
5) Discovering association rules [42]–[45]: describes asso-
ciation relationship among different attributes.
6) Summarization [46]–[49]: provides a compact descrip-
tion for a subset of data.
7) Dependency modeling [50], [51]: describes significant
dependencies among variables.
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8) Sequence analysis [52], [53]: models sequential patterns,
like time-series analysis. The goal is to model the states
of the process generating the sequence or to extract and
report deviation and trends over time.
The rapid growth of interest in data mining is due to the
1) falling cost of large storage devices and increasing ease of
collecting data over networks; 2) development of robust and ef-
ficient machine learning algorithms to process this data; and
3) falling cost of computational power, enabling use of com-
putationally intensive methods for data analysis [16].
The notion of scalability relates to the efficient processing of
such large data sets, while generating from them the best pos-
sible models. The most commonly cited reason for scaling up
is that increasing the size of the training set often increases the
accuracy of learned classification models. In many cases, the
degradation in accuracy when learning from smaller samples
stems from overfitting, presence of noise, and existence of large
number of features. Again, scaling up to very large data sets im-
plies that fast learning algorithms must be developed. However,
rather than speeding up a slow algorithm, the issue is more of
turning an impracticable algorithm into a feasible one. A large
number of examples introduces potential problems with both
time and space complexity. Finally, the goal of the learning (say,
classification accuracy) must not be substantially sacrificed by
a scaling algorithm. The three main approaches to scaling up
include [54] the following:
• designing a fast algorithm: reducing asymptotic com-
plexity, optimizing the search and representation, finding
approximate solutions, or taking advantage of the task’s
inherent parallelism;
• partitioning the data: dividing the data into subsets (based
on instances or features), learning from one or more of the
selected subsets, and possibly combining the results;
• using a relational representation: addresses data that
cannot feasibly be treated as a single flat file.
The first generation of data mining algorithms has been
demonstrated to be of significant value across a variety of real-
world applications. But these work best for problems involving
a large set of data collected into a single database, where the
data is described by numeric or symbolic features. Here the data
invariably does not contain text and image features interleaved
with these features, and is carefully and cleanly collected with
a particular decision-making task in mind.
Development of new generation algorithms is expected to en-
compass more diverse sources and types of data that will support
mixed-initiative data mining, where human experts collaborate
with the computer to form hypotheses and test them. The main
challenges to the data mining procedure involve the following:
1) Massive data sets and high dimensionality. Huge data sets
create combinatorially explosive search space for model
induction, and increase the chances that a data mining al-
gorithm will find spurious patterns that are not generally
valid. Possible solutions include robust and efficient al-
gorithms, sampling approximation methods and parallel
processing.
2) User interaction and prior knowledge. Data mining is in-
herently an interactive and iterative process. Users may
interact at various stages, and domain knowledge may be
used either in the form of a high-level specification of the
model, or at a more detailed level. Visualization of the ex-
tracted model is also desirable.
3) Overfitting and assessing the statistical significance. Data
sets used for mining are usually huge and available from
distributed sources. As a result, often the presence of spu-
rious data points leads to overfitting of the models. Regu-
larization and resampling methodologies need to be em-
phasized for model design.
4) Understandability of patterns. It is necessary to make the
discoveries more understandable to humans. Possible so-
lutions include rule structuring, natural language repre-
sentation, and the visualization of data and knowledge.
5) Nonstandard and incomplete data. The data can be
missing and/or noisy.
6) Mixed media data. Learning from data that is represented
by a combination of various media, like (say) numeric,
symbolic, images and text.
7) Management of changing data and knowledge. Rapidly
changing data, in a database that is modified/deleted/aug-
mented, may make previously discovered patterns
invalid. Possible solutions include incremental methods
for updating the patterns.
8) Integration. Data mining tools are often only a part of the
entire decision making system. It is desirable that they
integrate smoothly, both with the database and the final
decision making procedure.
III. SOFT COMPUTING FOR DATA MINING
Recently various soft computing methodologies have been
applied to handle the different challenges posed by data mining.
The main constituents of soft computing, at this juncture, in-
clude fuzzy logic, neural networks, genetic algorithms, and
rough sets. Each of them contributes a distinct methodology
for addressing problems in its domain. This is done in a coop-
erative, rather than a competitive, manner. The result is a more
intelligent and robust system providing a human-interpretable,
low cost, approximate solution, as compared to traditional
techniques.
Let us first describe the roles and significance of the indi-
vidual soft computing tools and their hybridizations, followed
by the various systems developed for handling the different
functional aspects of data mining. A suitable preference cri-
terion is often optimized during mining. It may be mentioned
that there is no universally best data mining method; choosing
particular soft computing tool(s) or some combination with
traditional methods is entirely dependent on the particular
application and requires human interaction to decide on the
suitability of an approach.
A. Fuzzy Sets
The modeling of imprecise and qualitative knowledge, as well
as the transmission and handling of uncertainty at various stages
are possible through the use of fuzzy sets. Fuzzy logic is capable
of supporting, to a reasonable extent, human type reasoning in
natural form. It is the earliest and most widely reported con-
stituent of soft computing. The development of fuzzy logic has
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led to the emergence of soft computing. In this section we pro-
vide a glimpse of the available literature pertaining to the use of
fuzzy sets in data mining.
Knowledge discovery in databases is mainly concerned with
identifying interesting patterns and describing them in a concise
and meaningful manner [8]. Fuzzy models can be said to repre-
sent a prudent and user-oriented sifting of data, qualitative ob-
servations and calibration of commonsense rules in an attempt
to establish meaningful and useful relationships between system
variables [55]. Despite a growing versatility of knowledge dis-
covery systems, there is an important component of human in-
teraction that is inherent to any process of knowledge represen-
tation, manipulation, and processing. Fuzzy sets are inherently
inclined toward coping with linguistic domain knowledge and
producing more interpretable solutions.
The notion of interestingness, which encompasses several
features such as validity, novelty, usefulness, and simplicity,
can be quantified through fuzzy sets. Fuzzy dissimilarity of
a discovered pattern with a user-defined vocabulary has been
used as a measure of this interestingness [56]. As an extension
to the above methodology unexpectedness can also be defined
in terms of a belief system, where if a belief is based on
previous evidence then denotes the degree of belief
. In soft belief systems, a weight is attached to each belief
. The degree of a belief may be measured with conditional
probability, Dempster-Shafer belief function or frequency of
the raw data. Here, the interestingness of a pattern relative to
a belief system and evidence may be formally defined as
(2)
This definition of interestingness measures the amount by which
the degrees of belief change as a result of a new pattern .
There is a growing indisputable role of fuzzy set technology
in the realm of data mining [57]. Various data browsers have
been implemented using fuzzy set theory [58]. Analysis of
real-world data in data mining often necessitates simultaneous
dealing with different types of variables, viz., categorical/sym-
bolic data and numerical data. Nauck [59] has developed a
learning algorithm that creates mixed fuzzy rules involving
both categorical and numeric attributes. Pedrycz [55] discusses
some constructive and fuzzy set-driven computational vehicles
of knowledge discovery, and establishes the relationship be-
tween data mining and fuzzy modeling. The role of fuzzy sets
is categorized below based on the different functions of data
mining that are modeled.
1) Clustering: Data mining aims at sifting through large
volumes of data in order to reveal useful information in the form
of new relationships, patterns, or clusters, for decision-making
by a user [60]. Fuzzy sets support a focused search, specified in
linguistic terms, through data. They also help discover depen-
dencies between the data in qualitative/semi-qualitative format.
In data mining, one is typically interested in a focused dis-
covery of structure and an eventual quantification of functional
dependencies existing therein. This helps prevent searching
for meaningless or trivial patterns in a database. Researchers
have developed fuzzy clustering algorithms for this purpose
[26]. Russell and Lodwick [27] have explored fuzzy clustering
methods for mining telecommunications customer and prospect
databases to gain residential and business customer market
share. Pedrycz has designed fuzzy clustering algorithms [28]
using 1) contextual information and 2) induced linguistic space
for better focusing of the search procedure in KDD.
Achieving focus is important in data mining because there
are too many attributes and values to be considered and can re-
sult in combinatoric explosion. Most unsupervised data mining
approaches try to achieve attribute focus by first recognizing
the most interesting features. Mazlack [61] suggests a converse
approach of progressively reducing the data set by partitioning
and eliminating the least important attributes to reduce intraitem
dissonance within the partitions. A soft focus is used to handle
both crisp and imprecise data. It works by progressive reduction
of cognitive dissonance, leading to an increase in useful infor-
mation. The objective is to generate cohesive and comprehen-
sible information nuggets by sifting out uninteresting attributes.
A combined distance metric takes care of different types of at-
tributes simultaneously, thus avoiding any taxonomic structure.
Noncrisp values are handled by granularization followed by par-
titioning.
Increased granularity reduces attribute distinctiveness,
resulting in loss of useful information, while finer grains
lead to partitioning difficulty. Soft granules can be defined in
terms of membership functions. Granular computing [62] is
useful in finding meaningful patterns in data by expressing
and processing chunks of information (granules). These are
regarded as essential entities in all cognitive pursuits geared
toward establishing meaningful patterns in data. The concept
of granular computing allows one to concentrate all computa-
tional effort on some specific and problem-oriented subsets of
a complete database. It also helps split an overall computing
effort into several subtasks, leading to a modularization effect.
2) Association Rules: An important area of data mining re-
search deals with the discovery of association rules [42]. An
association rule describes an interesting association relationship
among different attributes. A Boolean association involves bi-
nary attributes, a generalized association involves attributes that
are hierarchically related, and a quantitative association involves
attributes that can take on quantitative or categorical values. The
use of fuzzy techniques has been considered to be one of the
key components of data mining systems because of the affinity
with human knowledge representation [63]. Wei and Chen [43]
have mined generalized association rules with fuzzy taxonomic
structures. A crisp taxonomy assumes that a child belongs to its
ancestor with degree one. A fuzzy taxonomy is represented as a
directed acyclic graph, each of whose edges represents a fuzzy
IS-A relationship with degree . The partial be-
longing of an item in a taxonomy is taken into account while
computing the degrees of support and confidence.
Au and Chan [44] utilize an adjusted difference between ob-
served and expected frequency counts of attributes for discov-
ering fuzzy association rules in relational databases. Instead of
dividing quantitative attributes into fixed intervals, they employ
linguistic terms to represent the revealed regularities and excep-
tions. Here no user-supplied thresholds are required, and quan-
titative values can be directly inferred from the rules. The lin-
guistic representation leads to the discovery of natural and more
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understandable rules. The algorithm allows one to discover both
positive and negative rules, and can deal with fuzzy class bound-
aries as well as missing values in databases. The use of fuzzy
techniques buries the boundaries of adjacent intervals of nu-
meric quantities, resulting in resilience to noises such as inaccu-
racies in physical measurements of real life entities. The effec-
tiveness of the algorithm was demonstrated on a transactional
database of a PBX system and a database concerning industrial
enterprises in mainland China.
3) Functional Dependencies: Fuzzy logic has been used for
analyzing inference based on functional dependencies (FDs),
between variables, in database relations. Fuzzy inference gen-
eralizes both imprecise (set-valued) and precise inference. Sim-
ilarly, fuzzy relational databases generalize their classical and
imprecise counterparts by supporting fuzzy information storage
and retrieval [50]. Inference analysis is performed using a spe-
cial abstract model which maintains vital links to classical, im-
precise and fuzzy relational database models. These links in-
crease the utility of the inference formalism in practical applica-
tions involving “catalytic inference analysis,” including knowl-
edge discovery and database security. FDs are an interesting no-
tion from a knowledge discovery standpoint since they allow
one to express, in a condensed form, some properties of the real
world which are valid on a given database. These properties can
then be used in various applications such as reverse engineering
or query optimization. Bosc et al. [51] use a data mining algo-
rithm to extract/discover extended FDs, represented by gradual
rules composed of linguistic variables.
4) Data Summarization: Summary discovery is one of the
major components of knowledge discovery in databases. This
provides the user with comprehensive information for grasping
the essence from a large amount of information in a database.
Fuzzy set theory is also used for data summarization [46]. Typ-
ically, fuzzy sets are used for an interactive top-down summary
discovery process which utilizes fuzzy IS-A hierarchies as do-
main knowledge. Here generalized tuples are used as a represen-
tational form of a database summary including fuzzy concepts.
By virtue of fuzzy IS-A hierarchies, where fuzzy IS-A relation-
ships common in actual domains are naturally expressed, the
discovery process comes up with more accurate database sum-
maries.
Linguistic summaries of large sets of data are derived as
linguistically quantified propositions with a degree of validity
[47]. This corresponds to the preference criterion involved
in the mining task. The system consists of a summarizer
(like, young), a quantity in agreement (like, most), and the
truth/validity (say, 0.7). Single-attribute simple summarizers
often need to be extended for some confluence of attribute
values, implying combinatorial problems due to the huge
number (all possible combinations) of summaries involved and
the determination of the most appropriate/valid one.
It is found that often the most interesting linguistic summaries
are nontrivial and human-consistent concepts, involving com-
plicated combinations of attributes. In practice, this cannot be
generated automatically and human assistance/interaction is re-
quired. Kacprzyk and Zadrozny [48] have developed FQUERY,
a fuzzy querying add-on for Access, for an interactive linguistic
summarization using natural terms and comprehensible quan-
tifiers. It supports various fuzzy elements in queries, including
interval attributes with membership for matching in a fuzzy rela-
tion and importance coefficients. First the user has to formulate
a set of linguistic summaries of interest. The system then re-
trieves records from the database and calculates the validity of
each summary. Finally, a most appropriate linguistic summary is
selected. The scheme has also been used for fuzzy querying over
the Internet, using a WWW browser like Microsoft Explorer or
Netscape Navigator. The definition of fuzzy values, fuzzy rela-
tions, and linguistic quantifiers is via Java applets.
Chiang et al. [52] have used fuzzy linguistic summary for
mining time series data. The system provides human interac-
tion, in the form of a graphic display tool, to help users premine
a database and determine what knowledge could be discovered.
The model is used to predict the on-line utilization ranks of dif-
ferent resources, including CPU and real storage.
5) Web Application: Mining typical user profiles and URL
associations from the vast amount of access logs is an important
component of Web personalization, that deals with tailoring a
user’s interaction with the Web information space based on in-
formation about him/her. Nasraoui et al. [64] have defined a user
session as a temporally compact sequence of Web accesses by
a user and used a dissimilarity measure between two Web ses-
sions to capture the organization of a Web site. Their goal is to
categorize these sessions using Web mining.
6) Image Retrieval: Recent increase in the size of multi-
media information repositories, consisting of mixed media data,
has made content-based image retrieval (CBIR) an active re-
search area [65]. Unlike traditional database techniques which
retrieve images based on exact matching of keywords, CBIR
systems represent the information content of an image by vi-
sual features such as color, texture, and shape, and retrieve im-
ages based on similarity of features. Frigui [66] has developed
an interactive and iterative image retrieval system that takes into
account the subjectivity of human perception of visual content.
The feature relevance weights are learned from the user’s posi-
tive and negative feedback, and the Choquet integral is used as a
dissimilarity measure. The smooth transition in the user’s feed-
back is modeled by continuous fuzzy membership functions.
Medasani and Krishnapuram [67] have designed a fuzzy ap-
proach to handle complex linguistic queries consisting of mul-
tiple attributes. Such queries are usually more natural, user-
friendly, and interpretable for image retrieval. The degree to
which an image satisfies an attribute is given by the member-
ship value of the feature vector corresponding to the image in
the membership function for the attribute. Fuzzy connectives are
used to combine the degrees of satisfaction of multiple attributes
in a complex query to arrive at an overall degree of satisfaction
while ranking images for retrieval.
B. Neural Networks
Neural networks were earlier thought to be unsuitable for
data mining because of their inherent black-box nature. No in-
formation was available from them in symbolic form, suitable
for verification or interpretation by humans. Recently there has
been widespread activity aimed at redressing this situation, by
extracting the embedded knowledge in trained networks in the
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form of symbolic rules [34]. This serves to identify the attributes
that, either individually or in a combination, are the most signifi-
cant determinants of the decision or classification. Unlike fuzzy
sets, the main contribution of neural nets toward data mining
stems from rule extraction and clustering.
1) Rule Extraction: In general, the primary input to a con-
nectionist rule extraction algorithm is a representation of the
trained neural network, in terms of its nodes, links and some-
times the data set. One or more hidden and output units are
used to automatically derive the rules, which may later be com-
bined and simplified to arrive at a more comprehensible rule set.
These rules can also provide new insights into the application
domain. The use of neural nets helps in 1) incorporating paral-
lelism and 2) tackling optimization problems in the data domain.
The models are usually suitable in data-rich environments.
Typically a network is first trained to achieve the required
accuracy rate. Redundant connections of the network are then
removed using a pruning algorithm. The link weights and acti-
vation values of the hidden units in the network are analyzed,
and classification rules are generated [34], [35].
2) Rule Evaluation: Here we provide some quantitative
measures to evaluate the performance of the generated rules
[68]. This relates to the preference criteria/goodness of fit
chosen for the rules. Let be an matrix whose th
element indicates the number of patterns actually belonging
to class , but classified as class .
• Accuracy: It is the correct classification percentage, pro-
vided by the rules on a test set defined as ,
where is equal to the number of points in class and
of these points are correctly classified.
• User’s accuracy: If points are found to be classified
into class , then the user’s accuracy is defined as
.
• Kappa: The kappa value for class is defined as
(3)
The numerator and denominator of overall kappa are ob-
tained by summing the respective numerators and denom-
inators of separately over all classes.
• Fidelity: It is measured as the percentage of the test set for
which network and the rulebase output agree [68].
• Confusion: This measure quantifies the goal that the “con-
fusion should be restricted within minimum number of
classes”. Let be the mean of all for . Then
[68]
(4)
for an class problem.
• Coverage: The percentage of examples from a test set for
which no rules are fired is used as a measure of the uncov-
ered region. A rulebase having a smaller uncovered region
is superior.
• Rulebase size: This is measured in terms of the number of
rules. The lower its value, the more compact is the rule-
base.
• Computational complexity: This is measured in terms of
the CPU time required.
• Confidence: The confidence of the rules is defined by a
confidence factor . We have [68]
(5)
where is the th incoming link weight to node and
is its threshold.
3) Clustering and Self Organization: One of the big chal-
lenges of data mining is the organization and retrieval of docu-
ments from archives. Kohonen et al. [31] have demonstrated the
utility of a huge self-organizing map (SOM) with more than one
million nodes to partition a little less than seven million patent
abstracts where the documents are represented by 500-dimen-
sional feature vectors. Vesanto et al. [32] employ a step-wise
strategy by partitioning the data with a SOM, followed by its
clustering. Alahakoon et al. [33] perform hierarchical clustering
of SOMs, based on a spread factor which is independent of the
dimensionality of the data.
Shalvi and DeClaris [29] have designed a data mining tech-
nique, combining Kohonen’s self-organizing neural network
with data visualization, for clustering a set of pathological
data containing information regarding the patients’ drugs,
topographies (body locations) and morphologies (physiological
abnormalities). König [69] has combined SOM and Sammon’s
nonlinear mapping for reducing the dimension of data repre-
sentation for visualization purposes.
4) Regression: Neural networks have also been used for a
variety of classification and regression tasks [23]. Time series
prediction has been attempted by Lee and Liu [53]. They
have employed a neural oscillatory elastic graph matching
model with hybrid radial basis functions for tropical cyclone
identification and tracking.
C. Neuro-Fuzzy Computing
Neuro-fuzzy computation [11] is one of the most popular
hybridizations widely reported in literature. It comprises a judi-
cious integration of the merits of neural and fuzzy approaches,
enabling one to build more intelligent decision-making systems.
This incorporates the generic advantages of artificial neural
networks like massive parallelism, robustness, and learning
in data-rich environments into the system. The modeling of
imprecise and qualitative knowledge in natural/linguistic terms
as well as the transmission of uncertainty are possible through
the use of fuzzy logic. Besides these generic advantages,
the neuro-fuzzy approach also provides the corresponding
application specific merits as highlighted earlier.
The rule generation aspect of neural networks is utilized to ex-
tract more natural rules from fuzzy neural networks [36]. The
fuzzy MLP [18] and fuzzy Kohonen network [19] have been
used for linguistic rule generation and inferencing. Here the
input, besides being in quantitative, linguistic, or set forms, or
a combination of these, can also be incomplete. The compo-
nents of the input vector consist of membership values to the
overlapping partitions of linguistic properties low, medium, and
high corresponding to each input feature. Output decision is pro-
vided in terms of class membership values. The block diagram
of a fuzzy neural network is depicted in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of a fuzzy neural network.
Fig. 3. Block diagram of inferencing and rule generation phases.
The models are capable of
• inferencing based on complete and/or partial information;
• querying the user for unknown input variables that are key
to reaching a decision;
• producing justification for inferences in the form of IF-
THEN rules.
The connection weights and node activation values of the trained
network are used in the process. A certainty factor determines
the confidence in an output decision. Note that this certainty
refers to the preference criterion for the extracted rules, and
is different from the notion of certain patterns of (1). Fig. 3,
[18] gives an overall view of the various stages involved in the
process of inferencing and rule generation.
Zhang et al. [41] have designed a granular neural network to
deal with numerical-linguistic data fusion and granular knowl-
edge discovery in numerical-linguistic databases. The network
is capable of learning internal granular relations between input
and output and predicting new relations. Low-level granular
data can be compressed to generate high-level granular knowl-
edge in the form of rules.
A neuro-fuzzy knowledge-based network by Mitra et al. [20]
is capable of generating both positive and negative rules in lin-
guistic form to justify any decision reached. In the absence of
positive information regarding the belonging of a pattern to class
, the complementary information about the pattern not be-
longing to class is used for generating the negative rules.
The a priori class information and the distribution of pattern
points in the feature space are taken into account while encoding
the crude domain knowledge from the data set among the con-
nection weights. Fuzzy intervals and linguistic sets are used in
the process. The network topology is automatically determined,
followed by refinement using growing and/or pruning of links
and nodes. The knowledge-based network converges earlier, re-
sulting in more meaningful rules.
D. Genetic Algorithms
GAs are adaptive, robust, efficient, and global search
methods, suitable in situations where the search space is large.
They optimize a fitness function, corresponding to the prefer-
ence criterion of data mining, to arrive at an optimal solution
using certain genetic operators. Knowledge discovery systems
have been developed using genetic programming concepts [70],
[71]. The MASSON system [72], where intentional information
is extracted for a given set of objects, is popular. The problem
addressed is to find common characteristics of a set of objects
in an object-oriented database. Genetic programming is used
to automatically generate, evaluate, and select object-oriented
queries. GAs are also used for several other purposes like fusion
of multiple data types in multimedia databases, and automated
program generation for mining multimedia data [73].
However, the literature in the domain of GA-based data
mining is not as rich as that of fuzzy sets. We provide below
a categorization of few such interesting systems based on the
functions modeled.
1) Regression: Besides discovering human-interpretable
patterns data mining also encompasses prediction [8], where
some variables or attributes in the database are used to deter-
mine unknown or future values of other variables of interest.
The traditional weighted average or linear multiregression
models for prediction require a basic assumption that there is
no interaction among the attributes. GAs, on the other hand,
are able to handle attribute interaction in a better manner. Xu et
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al.[24] have designed a multi-input–single-output system using
a nonlinear integral. An adaptive GA is used for learning the
nonlinear multiregression from a set of training data.
Noda et al. [25] use GAs to discover interesting rules in a de-
pendence modeling task, where different rules can predict dif-
ferent goal attributes. Generally attributes with high informa-
tion gain are good predictors of a class when considered indi-
vidually. However attributes with low information gain could
become more relevant when attribute interactions are taken into
account. This phenomenon is associated with rule interesting-
ness. The degree of interestingness of the consequent is com-
puted based on the relative frequency of the value being pre-
dicted by it. In other words, the rarer the value of a goal attribute,
the more interesting a rule it predicts. The authors attempt to dis-
cover a few interesting rules (knowledge nuggets) instead of a
large set of accurate (but not necessarily interesting) rules.
2) Association Rules: Lopes et al. [45] evolve association
rules of IF THEN type, which provide a high degree of
accuracy and coverage. While the accuracy of a rule measures
its degree of confidence, its coverage is interpreted as the
comprehensive inclusion of all the records that satisfy the
rule. Hence and
are defined.
Note that quantitative measures for rule evaluation have been
discussed in Section III-B2, with reference to neural networks.
E. Rough Sets
The theory of rough sets [74] has emerged as a major math-
ematical tool for managing uncertainty that arises from granu-
larity in the domain of discourse, i.e., from the indiscernibility
between objects in a set, and has proved to be useful in a va-
riety of KDD processes. It offers mathematical tools to discover
hidden patterns in data and therefore its importance, as far as
data mining is concerned, can in no way be overlooked. A
fundamental principle of a rough set-based learning system is
to discover redundancies and dependencies between the given
features of a problem to be classified. It approximates a given
concept from below and from above, using lower and upper ap-
proximations. Fig. 4 provides a schematic diagram of a rough
set.
A rough set learning algorithm can be used to obtain a set
of rules in IF-THEN form, from a decision table. The rough set
method provides an effective tool for extracting knowledge from
databases. Here one first creates a knowledge base, classifying
objects and attributes within the created decision tables. Then a
knowledge discovery process is initiated to remove some unde-
sirable attributes. Finally the data dependency is analyzed, in the
reduced database, to find the minimal subset of attributes called
reduct.
Rough set applications to data mining generally proceed
along the following directions.
1) Decision rule induction from attribute value table
[37]–[40]. Most of these methods are based on genera-
tion of discernibility matrices and reducts.
2) Data filtration by template generation [75]. This mainly
involves extracting elementary blocks from data based on
equivalence relation. Genetic algorithms are also some-
Fig. 4. Lower and upper approximations in a rough set.
times used in this stage for searching, so that the method-
ologies can be used for large data sets.
Besides these, reduction of memory and computational require-
ments for rule generation, and working on dynamic databases
[40] are also considered.
Some of the rough set-based systems developed for data
mining include 1) the KDD-R system based on the variable
precision rough set (VPRS) model [76]; and 2) the rule induc-
tion system based on learning from examples based on rough
set theory (LERS) [77]. LERS has been extended in [78] to
handle missing attributes using the closest fit.
F. Other Hybridizations
Banerjee et al. [21] have used a rough-neuro-fuzzy integration
to design a knowledge-based system, where the theory of rough
sets is utilized for extracting domain knowledge. In the said
rough-fuzzy MLP, the extracted crude domain knowledge is en-
coded among the connection weights. Rules are generated from
a decision table by computing relative reducts. The network
topology is automatically determined and the dependency fac-
tors of these rules are encoded as the initial connection weights.
The hidden nodes model the conjuncts in the antecedent part of
a rule, while the output nodes model the disjuncts. Various other
rough-fuzzy hybridizations for intelligent system design are re-
ported in [79].
A promising direction in mining a huge dataset is to 1) parti-
tion it; 2) develop classifiers for each module; and 3) combine
the results. A modular approach has been pursued [22], [68],
[80] to combine the knowledge-based rough-fuzzy MLP sub-
networks/modules generated for each class, using GAs. Fig. 5
depicts the knowledge flow for the entire process. An -class
classification problem is split into two-class problems. De-
pendency rules are extracted directly from real-valued attribute
table consisting of fuzzy membership values by adaptively ap-
plying a threshold. The final network is evolved using a GA with
restricted mutation operator, in a novel rough-neuro-fuzzy-ge-
netic framework. The divide and conquer strategy, followed by
evolutionary optimization, is found to enhance the performance
of the network.
George and Srikanth [49] have used a fuzzy-genetic integra-
tion, where GAs are applied to determine the most appropriate
data summary. Kiem and Phuc [30] have developed a rough-
neuro-genetic hybridization for discovering conceptual clusters
from a large database.
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Fig. 5. Knowledge flow in a modular rough-neuro-fuzzy-genetic system.
IV. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
Current research in data mining mainly focuses on the
discovery algorithm and visualization techniques. There is a
growing awareness that, in practice, it is easy to discover a huge
number of patterns in a database where most of these patterns
are actually obvious, redundant, and useless or uninteresting
to the user. To prevent the user from being overwhelmed by a
large number of uninteresting patterns, techniques are needed
to identify only the useful/interesting patterns and present them
to the user.
Soft computing methodologies, involving fuzzy sets, neural
networks, genetic algorithms, rough sets, and their hybridiza-
tions, have recently been used to solve data mining problems.
They strive to provide approximate solutions at low cost,
thereby speeding up the process. A categorization has been
provided based on the different soft computing tools and their
hybridizations used, the mining function implemented, and the
preference criterion selected by the model.
Fuzzy sets, which constitute the oldest component of soft com-
puting, are suitable for handling the issues related to understand-
ability of patterns, incomplete/noisy data, mixed media informa-
tion and human interaction, and can provide approximate solu-
tions faster. They have been mainly used in clustering, discov-
ering association rules and functional dependencies, summariza-
tion, time series analysis, web applications, and image retrieval.
Neural networks are suitable in data-rich environments and
are typically used for extracting embedded knowledge in the
form of rules, quantitative evaluation of these rules, clustering,
self-organization, classification and regression. They have an
advantage, over other types of machine learning algorithms, for
scaling [81].
Neuro-fuzzy hybridization exploits the characteristics of both
neural networks and fuzzy sets in generating natural/linguistic
rules, handling imprecise and mixed mode data, and modeling
highly nonlinear decision boundaries. Domain knowledge, in
natural form, can be encoded in the network for improved per-
formance.
Genetic algorithms provide efficient search algorithms to se-
lect a model, from mixed media data, based on some prefer-
ence criterion/objective function. They have been employed in
regression and in discovering association rules. Rough sets are
suitable for handling different types of uncertainty in data and
have been mainly utilized for extracting knowledge in the form
of rules.
Other hybridizations typically enjoy the generic and applica-
tion-specific merits of the individual soft computing tools that
they integrate. Data mining functions modeled by such sys-
tems include rule extraction, data summarization, clustering, in-
corporation of domain knowledge, and partitioning. It is to be
noted that the notion of partitioning, i.e., the modular approach,
provides an effective direction for scaling up algorithms and
speeding up convergence. Case-based reasoning (CBR), a novel
AI problem solving paradigm, has recently drawn the attention
of both soft computing and data mining communities. A profile
of potential applications is available in [82].
Some of the challenges to the use of these methodologies in-
clude the following.
• Scalability problem to extremely large heterogeneous
databases spread over multiple files, possibly in different
disks or across the web in different geographical loca-
tions. Often combining such data in a single very large
file may be infeasible.
• Feature evaluation and dimensionality reduction to im-
prove prediction accuracy. Some recent work in this di-
rection is available in [83]–[86].
• Choice of metrics and evaluation techniques to handle dy-
namic changes in data.
• Incorporation of domain knowledge and user interaction.
• Quantitative evaluation of performance.
• Efficient integration of soft computing tools. In this con-
nection the computational theory of perceptions, as ex-
plained by Zadeh [87], needs attention.
Recently, several commercial data mining tools have been
developed based on soft computing methodologies. These in-
clude Data Mining Suite, using fuzzy logic; Braincell, Cognos
4Thought and IBM Intelligent Miners for Data, using neural net-
works; and Nuggets, using GAs.
Since the databases to be mined are often very large, parallel
algorithms are desirable [88]. However, one has to explore a
tradeoff between computation, communication, memory usage,
synchronization, and the use of problem-specific information to
select a suitable parallel algorithm for data mining. One can also
also partition the data appropriately and distribute the subsets to
multiple processors, learning concept descriptions in parallel,
and then combining them. This corresponds to loosely coupled
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collections of otherwise independent algorithms, and is termed
distributed data mining [89].
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